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A general mathematical model of firing a ceramic body in th e
dehydroxylation region allows the time development of concentration and
temperatur� fields in the body to be calculated. '1.'he model is based on the
assumption that kaolinite is a binary mixture of incompressible components,
i.e. water bound in the form of OH- groups in the structure of kaolinite
and anhydrous kaolinite, that dehydroxylation is a first-order chemical
reaction, and that firing the body in the dehydroxylation region ib a combined
process of mass and heat transfer. Mass transfer is regarded as diffusion
involving a chemical reaction, and heat transfer as conduction of heat
with a source. Using the general model, a solution for firing a body in the
form of an infinite cylinder in the dehydroxylation region is suggested.
INTRODUCTION

Quantitative description of firing a ceramic body in the region up to melt
formation requires knowledge of the processes characteristic of the ceramic mix in
question over this interval.
Classical ceramic mixes contain certain proportions of a plastic component, mostly
of kaolinitic type. Dried bodies then contain, apart from residues of technologi
cally necessary water, also water bound in the form of OH- groups in the structure
of kaolinite. Molecular water is formed from the OH- groups in the crystals of
kaolinite on firing. This reaction is known under the term dehydroxylation. If one
considers that the residual technological water is removed in the beginning of thermal
exposure and that no changes due to temperature arise in the other mix components,
then the changes in body weight during its firing over the interval up to melt
formation are associated with dehydroxylation of the plastic components and
transport of water vapour through the decomposition product. Dehydroxylation
of kaolinite was the subject of numerous studies [l through 30). The lack of
agreement with respect to the controlling process of . dehydroxylation can be
attributed above all to the evaluation of measuring results obtained from
experiments using different arrangements, i.e. different layer thicknesses of the
powdered sample or of bodies, different vapour pressures in the ambient atmosphere,
use of different methods of study, etc.
If dehydroxylation is described as a chemical reaction yielding molecular water
from OH- groups in the structure of kaolinite, study of the reaction would be
bound to a specimen having the size of the two-layer which constitutes the basic
structural unit of kaolinite. As such an experiment is unviable, dehydroxylation
of kaolinite is studied on thin layers of kaolinite. The results of such an approach
must necessarily include the effect of the subsequent process, i.e. transport of water
vapour through the decomposition product.
The resistance to vapour transport decreases with decreasing layer thickness
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and the diffusion path also decreases. At a certain layer thickness, the chemical
reaction will become the prevailing controlling process. Under isothermal conditions,
the controlling process will also be determined by water vapour pressure in the
ambient atmosphere and in the decomposition product. The situations that can
occur are the following (cf. Fig. 1):
Ill

8..
'I

4

Fig. 1. Concept of the effect of water vapour in the ambient atmo,•phere on the process
controlling dehydroxylation of kaolinite: I - kaolinite, II - decomposition product, III ambient environment; PN - equilibrium water vapour pressure at the given temperature,
P11, 2 - water vapour pressure in the ambient atmosphere, Pr(x) - pressure profile in the
decomposition product.

1. If the vapour pressure in the ambient atmosphere, Pit is much lower than
the equilibrium pressure PN at the given temperature, or Pi , = 0 in the case at
vaccum, i.e. P1, /4; PN and water vapour pressure P 8 in the decomposition product
will increase in the direction from the layer surface towards the reaction zone
(i.e. Pr = P r (x), where x is the ordinate in the direction of the thickness of the
decomposition product), while Pr(x) > Pi,, then diffusion of vapour, driven by
the pressure gradient, will be the controlling process.
2. If the water vapour pressure in the ambient atmosphere, P12 , conforms to the
relations P1, � Pfi and P1, < PN , the reaction will be the controlling process
until P r = P1, holds in the reaction product having the thickness x = x 1• On
attainment of pressure P r according to the relation P1, < Pr= PN, diffusion
of water vapour will then -be the controlling process.
3. No chemical reaction takes places if the vapour pressure in the ambient
atmosphere is P1a = PN .
4. The chemical reaction as the only controlling mechanism can be determined in
the system where no pressure gradient occurs in the decomposition products
(i.e. P r(x) = const.) and in the ambient atmosphere, P1 < PN .
On using the situations indicated above to analyze existing knowledge of
dehydroxylation, one finds that in studies [3, 4, 5, 6, 10) where the specimen
thickness and the vapour pressure in the atmosphere corresponded to these situa
tions, chemical reaction was established as the controlling mechanism of
dehydroxylation. In the case of larger specimen thickness and vapour pressure
corresponding to the given situations, diffusion of water vapour was determined as
the decisive mechanism [5, 6, 7, 8, 28, 29). In studies [7, 12) it was also found
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that an outer vapour pressure of 0.006 MPa slowed down the reaction distinctly.
On the basis of the above :findings it can be said that diffusion of vapour through
the reaction product is the decisive mechanism in the firing of bodies of larger
dimensions in the dehydroxylation region at a low vapour pressure in the ambient
atmosphere, and that the process can be regarded as diffusion involving a chemical
reaction. It should also be borne in mind that in the given casse, diffusion
of vapour through the body consists of diffusion of vapour through the particle
of kaolinite and diffusion through the decomposition product surrounding the
particle.
Firing further involves transfer of heat. As dehydroxylation is an endothermal
reaction and heat transfer occurs in a solid body, conduction of heat through the
body is the decisive mechanism and the heat conduction balance must also respect
the heat consumed by the chemical reaction.
From this point of view, the firing of a body in the dehydroxylation region
therefore represents a combined process of heat and mass transfer.
The present study had the object to work out a general mathematical model of
the firing of a ceramic body in the dehydroxylation region on the basis of the concept
described above.
MATHEMATICAL MODEL

If the initial kaolinitc is regarded as a binary mixture consisting of component A
(i.e. water bound in the form of OH- ions in the structure of kaolinite) and
component B (i.e. anhydrous kaolinite), then !?A is the concentration by weight
specifying the weight of component A contained in unit volume of the mixture, and
the density of the mixture is then [31, 32]
!? =!?A+ !?B,
where !?Bis the concentration by wt. of component B.
On defining the mass fraction of component A by the equation
XA = (!A/!?,

(1)

(2)

then for mass fractions in the binary mixture it holds that
XA + XB= l.

(3)

The balance of weight of component A for the binary mixture has then the form
(34)
D(!A
'
. }.A + TA,
(4)
- - = -eA d"IV V - dIV
DT
where the substantial differential DeA /DT is defined to the mean mass rate v of the
mixture, and jA is the diffusion flux of component A defined by the equation
and r� is the specific rate of formation of component A in the mixture.
On considering an incompressible mixture, i.e. e = const., it holds that
div V = 0
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and the mass balance (4) acquires the form
D(!A
= - d"1v J•A
Dr

+ rA, .

(7)

In the case of purely concentration diffusion in a binary mixture, the following
relation holds between mass flux and the driving force:
iA = -eDABgradx A ,

(8)

which for e = const. can be written in the form
iA = -DA Bgrad (!A,

(9)

w here DAB is the diffusion coefficient of component A in component B.
Joining of equations (7) and (9) yields the following form for the mass balance:

�e;

= div (DABgradeA)

+ r'.t;

(10)

on considering an isobaric process, D A B in the case of an isotropic mixture is
a function of temperature and concentration.
Adjustment of substantial derivative (10) yields the form
A
�� -+

V

rad (! A = div (DABgrad (!A )

+ r'.t.

(11)

With a system free of convective flow, i.e. v = 0, equation (11) acquires the
form
(12)

;r

or, on introduction of mass fractions, the form
0

= div (DABgradxA)

+ TA,

(13)

while it holds that rA = r�1 /e.
The term rA takes into account the rate of formation of component A in
unit volume of the mixture. In the resolving of concentration fields this term is
a function of position and time in the most general case. On considering
a homogeneous reaction usually taking place throughout the volume of the
mixture of reacting components, the volume rate of formation of component A
will appear in term rA. For example, for a n-th order reaction, the term rA can
be expressed by the equation
rA= -knx1,
(14)
where n is the dimensionless order of the reaction, kn is the rate constant of
n-th order reaction. The kn constant depends on pressure and in most instances
distinctly on temperature according to the equation
kn = kno exp (-Bi/T),

�o

(15)
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where B1 is the characteristic temperature of the process and kno is a constant.
On considering a 1-st order reaction with the kinetic equation
(16)

TA= -kXA,

its resolving yields the following relationship for the time dependence of the
concentration of component A:

(17)
where XAo is the initial concentration of component A.
Substitution of (16) into (13) yields mass balance for a binary incompressible
mixture involving a 1-st order chemical reaction without any convective flux
(flow) being present:
A
� = div (DAB grad XA)-k(T) XA,
(18)
where DAB= DAB(T, XA)The temperature dependence of the diffusion coefficient can be expressed by
the equation
where B2 is the characteristic temperature and DABO is a constant.
If a chemical reaction takes place in the body, the energy balance has the
form (33)
(!Cp �� = div A grad T

+ A',

(20)

where ,l is the thermal conductivity, Cp is the specific heat under constant pressure,
T is temperature and A' is the specific heat source given by the chemical reaction.
If ,l, e and

cp

are constant, it holds that
,l

a--
-

(21)

(!Cp '

where a is thermal diffusivity. Substitution of (21) into (20) yields the following
form of the energy balance:
0

while it holds that

�

0

= a div grad

T

A'

A=-.
(!C p

+ A,

(22)
(23).

To resolve equation (22) one has to know the source A describing the consumption
of heat for the endothermal reaction. Expressing of the source term A may be based
on the assumption that partial dehydroxylation has taken place in kaolinite with
initial concentration of chemically bound water XAo so that in time r its weight
is m(r) and it contains an already decomposed proportion free of chemically bound
water and weighing mR, and a non-decomposed proportion containing the original
concentration of chemically bound water XAo and weighing mN(i). It then obviously
holds that
(24)
lim m(r) -+ mR.
T--+ 00
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The heat consumed by the endothermal reaction of kaolinite dehydroxylation,
the weight of kaolinite being AmN(-r) can be expressed by the equation
(25)
where AH is the reaction enthalpy per unit weight of the mixture, AmN('t) is the
change in weight of the non-reacted proportion of kaolinite in time -r.
The weight of water mn,o released in time -r by dehydroxylation from kaolinite
weighing m(-r) can be expressed by the equation
(26)
where

AxA

=

XAo

-

XA,

and at the same time by equation
mn 2 0 =

XAo

(27)

AmN(-r).

In view of the validity of equations (26) and (27) it can be written
AXA

(28)

AmN(T) = -- m(-r).
XAo

Substituting equation (28) into equation (25) yields an expression for the amount of
heat consumed by the endothermal reaction in kaolinite weighing m(-r), in the
form
A XA

Q= AH --- m(-r).

(29)

XAo

At the same time, endothermal dehydroxylation will bring about a temperature
decrease by T in the kaolinite weighing m(-r). It is therefore possible to write the
equation
Q= cp ATm(-r).
(30)
From the equation of the right-hand sides of equations (29) and (30) it follows
that
AH AXA
.
AT= _
(31)
Cp

XAo

On expressing the change in temperature as a time interval and the time change in
concentration by means of equation (17), one obtains the following expression for
heat source A:
AH 1
A=-� -�k(T)xA.
(32)
Cp

XAo

Joining of equations (22) and (32) yields an energy balance in the form
1
-aoT-r = adiv grad T--AH
--k(T) XACp XAo

(33)

DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION

A general mathematical model of the firing of a ceramic body over the
dehydroxylation region, considering dehydroxylation as a 1-st order chemical
reaction, is expressed by a mass balance having the form
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-�Jf= div (DAB(T, XA) grad XA) -k(T) XA

(34)

and by an energy balance having the form

-aoT-i

.

D.ll

= a d1v grad T - �

Cp

1
.
� --k(T) XA.
XAo

(35)

The time development of concentration and temperature fields in the body can be
determined by resolving equations (34) and (35). However, the calculation requires
the material quantities or their temperature and concentration dependence to be
known, i.e.
(36)
D.ll, a, Cp, DAB= DAB(T, XA), k = k(T).

If the quantities cannot be found in the literature, they have to be determined
experimentally.
Knowledge of initial and boundary conditions is required for the solving of
balance equations (34) and (35).
On considering, for example, firing of an infinite cylindrical body in the dehydro
xylation range, introduction of cylider ordinates gives equation (34) the form (32)
OX�= _!_ _
i_
r ar
a.

(DAB(T, XA)

r

axA -k(T) XA
or )

(37)

while balance (35) acquires the form (33)
oT
cJ2T
= a ( 2_
2r
2r

+

12T_
�D.ll
XA)- Cp _l_k(T)
r 2r
XA0

(38)

The example of firing a cylindrical body of infinite length in the dehydroxylation
region can then be formulated by the following conditions:
- initial conditions
XA(r, 0) = XAo,
(39)
- boundary conditions

T(r, 0)

XA(R, r)

=

= To,

XAo exp (-k(T)r),

(40)
(41)

T(R, r)= /(r),

(42)

OXA(O, i)
_ O'
or

(43)

2T(O, r)
=O
or

(44)

where R is the radius of the cylinder.
Equations (36) through (44) then represent the complete set of equations for
resolving the firing of a body, having the form of a cylinder of infinite length, over
the dehydroxylation region.
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MODEL NE I ZOTERMNfHO VYPALU KERAM ICKEHO T.11:LESA
V OBLASTI DEHYDROXYLACE
Jifi Havrda,Yvona Mazacova,Frantisek Oujiri,Vladimir Hanykyr
Vysoka, skola chemicko-technologicka, Katedra technologie silikatu, 166 28 Praha
Vychozim predpokladem modelu neizotermniho vypalu keramickeho telesa s obsahem
kaolinitu v oblasti dehydroxylace je, ze v telese dochazi ke spolecnemu sdileni vody
difuzi a tepla vedenim. Sdileni hmotnosti je povazovano za difuzi s chemickou reakci a sdileni
tepla za vedeni se zdrojem. Dehydroxylace kaolinitu je povazovana za chem;ckou reakci
1. radu. Za techto pfedpokladu byly ziskany zakladni bilancni a konstitutivni rovnice obou
procesu. Je naznaceno jejich reseni pro pocatecni a okrajove podminky definujici neizotermni
vypal nekonecneho valce v oblasti dehydroxylace. Jsou vymezeny nezbytne materialove
veliciny a jejich odpovidajici zavislosti pro reseni modelu.
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Obr. I. Pfedstava o vlivu tlaku vodni pary v okolni atmosfefe na fidici proces dehydroxylace
kaolinitu: I - kaolinit, 11 - produkt rozkladu, III - okolni prostfedi; PN rovnovazny tlak vodni pary_ za dane teploty, P11 2 - tlak vodni pary v okolnim proatfe
di, Pr(x) - tlakovy profil � produlctu rozkladu.

MO,Il.EJib HE*13OTEPMJ1qECHOfO OBIB:11fA
HEP;AMJ1qECHOfO TE.TIA
B OBJIACT� ,Il.Ef11,Il.POHC11JIHPOBAHHH

'

11pam faBp/W, HBoHa MaaiaqoBa, <DpaHTllIIIeR OyHparn:, BJial{HMnp faHh!RHprn
1.a<jJe8pa mex1-to.11,02uu cu.11,u,;amoe Xu.Mu1.o-mexHo.11,02u"ec1,;020 uHcmumyma
166 28 IIpaea

1

Hcxo,UHh!M rrpe,urroJI0lReHlleM M0/J;eJIH HeH30TepMHqecR0I'0 O0lRnra RepaMllqecR0l'0 TeJia
c cogeplRaHlleM Ra0JillHllTa B o6JiaCTll ,uerimp0RCHJillpOBaHllH lIBJIHeTCH TO, qTQ B TeJie
nponcxognT o6IIIaH nepegaqa B0Ahl gmpi:py3ueii: II TenJia npoB0,llH0CTbIO. Macconepegaqa
cqIITaeTCH Allq>q>Y3IIeii: C XIIMIIqeCROH peam:(Heii: II Termorrepe,uaqa TeIIJI0IIp0B0)J;H0CTb IO
C HCTQqHHR0M. ,Il.erngpoRCIIJIHpoBaHHe RaOJIIIHllTa cqIITaeTCH XIIMIIqecKOH peamrneii: rrep
B0ro rropHp;Ra. IlpII TaKIIX rrpegn0JI0lReHllHX 6h!Jill rroJiyqeHh! 0CHOBHble ypaBHeHHH 6a
JiaHca II R0HCTIITYIIIIH 060IIx rrporreccoB. B pa6oTe HaMeqeHo HX perneHIIe rrpII HaqaJihHLIX
H rpaHnqHb]X ycJI0BHHX, orrpegeJIHIOIIlllX HeH30TepMIIqecRHll o6lRllr 6ecROHeqHoro IIHJIJIH,[(pa
B o6JiaCTll gerngp0RCHJIHp0Bamrn. Onpe,ueJIHIOTCH Heo6XO/J;l1Mh!e BemrqnHh! BeIIIeCTBa ll HM
0TBeqaIOIIIlle 33BHCHM0CTH )J;JIH pernemrn M0)J;eJIJL
Puc. 1. IIoHRmue o MURHUU aaeMHUR eo8RHoeo napa e 01,;pyJ1Ca10u+eii amMoc<jJepe Ha ynpa&
.11,J/,IOUfUll npo!fecc oeeucpo1.cu.11,upoeaHu11, 1.ao.11,uHuma: I - 1.ao.11,u1-tum, II - npooy1,;m
paa.11,0:HCeHUR, III - 01,;pyJ1Ca10u+a11 cpeoa; PN - paeHoeec1-toe aae.11,eHue eo8111-toeo napa
npu aa8aH1-toit me.Mnepamype, P11 2- 8ae.11,e1-tue eo81moeo napa e 01,;pyJ1Ca10u+eit cpeoe,
Pr(x) - npo<jJu.11,b 8aeM1-tu11, e npoi)y1.me paa.11,oJ1CeHu11,.
HYDR O T ALKIT, horecnato-hlinity hydroxokarbonathydrat Mg6Ali [(OH) i 6 I CO3] •
. 4 H2O, resp. [Mg31.Ali 14(OHh] [(CO3),18(H2O)i 12] vznika popri vapenato-horecnatych alumi
nathydratoch, resp. hydrogranatoch v hydratacnych produktoch troskovych cementov.
V zmesnej troskovej malte vystavenej posobeniu 0,3 molarneho roztoku Mg8O4 dokazali
D. l\' L Royova, E. Sonnenthal a R. Prave (Cement and Concrete Research, vol. 15,
914--916 (1985)) vznik hydrotalkitu, v ktoreho strukture uz pred casom zistili moznost
nahrady ani6nov COJ- ani6nmi NO3. Rastrovacim elektr6novym mikroskopom dosiahli autori
clanku vyrazne rozlisenie hydratacnych produktov (dosticky hydrotalkitu, prizmy sadrovca,
romboedre kalcitu) v porovnani s rtg. difraktografom.
L. Stevula
Dva zavody patrici podniku United Glass Containers v Anglii se umistily jako druhy
a ti-eti v soutezi o usporu energie a ziskaly odmilnu. Oba zavody docilily uspory tim, ze
pi-esly z plynoveho vytapllni davkovacu skla na vytapilni elektricke.
Firm/I Corning se podafilo v letech 1983 az 1985 zlepsenim tvaru varneho nadobi ze
skla Pyrex a zlepsenim servisu zvysit jeho prodej o 80 %Zajem o nove materialy z keramiky a skla potvrzuje take to, ze od 1. 1. 1986 zacinaji
vychazet dva casopisy vilnovane vyzkumu a pouziti techto novych materialu. Jeden
z casopisu se nazyva Advanced Ceramic Materials a vydava jej Americka keramicka spolec
nost a bude vychazet ctvrtletnil. Bude prinaset clanky o biokeramice, katalyzatorech,
keramice pro obtizne prosti-edi, feznych nastrojich, elektrickych izolatorech, vodicich s rych
lymi ionty, feritech, keramice pro tepelne stroje, sklech pro infracervenou cast spektra,
optickych vlaknech, zatavovych sklech, sklech pro vakuovou techniku, piezoelektrickych
materialech, senzorech a pruhledne keramice. Druhy casopis vydava Elsevier a nazyva se
Ceramics International a bude rovnez vychazet ctvrtletnl\. Bude se zabyvat zejmena
metodami k pripravll surovin, vyrobnimi procesy (lisovani, tazeni, vstrikovani, valcovani,
liti, tazeni, lisovani za tepla a vysokeho tlaku, plasmove sintrovani) i vlastnostmi
vyrobku a inzenyrskymi problemy pfi jejich vyrobll. Clenem redakcni rady tohoto casopisu
je prof. V. Satava, DrSc., z katedry technologie silikatu VSCHT v Praze.
Stanek
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